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The 360° feedback showed that my client’s stake-
holders expected him to be more affirmative, more
direct and more of a risk-taker. During the triad meet-
ing between my coaching client, the corporate sponsor
and myself, the subdued nature of my client was over-
whelming. Immediately following the meeting, ques-
tions like “where would you like to start?” and “what
goals do you want to focus on as a priority?” were racing
through my mind as we headed to his office for our
third out of ten coaching sessions contracted by the
U.S.-based headquarters. 

As we sat down, I simply asked, “how do you feel?” It
was then that I saw confusion spread across his face.
More than confusion, there was an internal conflict of
values surfacing from deep within. “I get along with
everybody,” he said, “I just don’t seem to understand
how I can focus on these goals set by my stakeholders.
There’s just so much going around here ever since the
acquisition.”

As the project team leader, my client, whom we’ll call
Emmanuel, thought he had learned all there was to
know about developing key leadership competencies
such as influencing, inspiring and empowering others.
Little had he realized what he would encounter when
integrating a virtual team found not only across differ-
ent time zones, but across cultural and linguistic divides. 

What Are Values?
Politicians exalt them, companies engrave them, par-
ents transmit them, and our environment shapes them

… but what exactly are values? How do we portray our
values? How do they influence our beliefs, assumptions,
attitudes, and behaviors? And above all, how can we
develop synergy by understanding the values that drive
our behaviors?

In today’s flattened world, there appears to be an
added importance to the exploration of values – and
their cultural influences. Let’s start by looking at the
complexity of where our values come from.

Personal values are influenced by gender, social class,
religion, rituals, and traditions. National values are
influenced by politics, regionalism, and local customs.
Today, many companies searching to motivate and align
teams around the world define core values based on
their mission statements and headquarters’ corporate
culture which, when communicated to the company’s
overseas divisions, take on characteristics of their own.
What happens when these culturally-biased values are
shipped offshore or to overseas sites?

More and more companies going through the global-
ization process are adopting generic core values, often
with an Anglo-Saxon bias, and expecting the foreign
entities to abide by them. Needless to say, confusion,
tension and misunderstandings are often the result.

Universal Values and Cultural Values
There are universal values and then there are specific
values that are linked to cultural environments. Univer-
sal values can be regrouped under the heading of four
Rs: Respect, Recognition, Reward and Relationships.

By Maureen Bridget Rabotin, CGEC

corporate leadership

Building synergy in a complex world

Values-based
Coaching

“How can we develop synergy by
understanding the values that
drive our behaviors?”
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Every human being seeks out and
values these concepts. Then, over
the years, our caretakers, and our
educational, social, and profession-
al environments, shape and mold
these universal values into more
specific beliefs (right and wrong
attitudes) – that form our cultural
values. These cultural values lead us
to assumptions and teach us the
acceptable behaviors that demon-
strate the integrity or congruence
of our universal values. 

Back to my first meeting with the
U.S.-based sponsors of my European
coaching contracts, where I heard
one executive say: “It’s easy. They
(those across the Atlantic) just have
to strengthen their muscles, take
those risks, make those hard deci-
sions. They are just not committed

to taking the initiatives needed to
win in today’s competitive market.”

I interrupted him: “What muscles?
How would you feel if you knew that
they never had those muscles? The
company you acquired has been run as
a tip top ship with a strong vertical
hierarchy, based on ascribed status
(who knows who, not who does what),
long-term relationships, and reputa-
tions that don’t disappear overnight.”

In the mind of this U.S.-based exec-
utive, his values of initiative, compe-
tition, risk-taking and accountability
are most likely a part of his personal
expectations – his cultural values.

Where is the probable disconnect
between him and those working on
the other side of the Atlantic? What

might his coworkers choose as per-
sonal priorities and how might these
values influence their behaviors?
What tensions may arise as a result
of these different cultural values?

Emmanuel
Back to Emmanuel, and his conflict
of values. 

During that third coaching ses-
sion, Emmanuel chose four values
from a list which were important to
him, and eliminated two. His choice
of relationships, modesty, coopera-
tion and reputation enabled us to
shed a different light on how he was
feeling. Especially when he came to
the conclusion that his stakeholders
would most likely have chosen values
similar to what they identified in
their responses on the 360° feedback:

initiative, openness/directness, and
risk-taking. By the end of our session,
Emmanuel defined the behaviors he
would associate with the values he
had chosen. We reviewed his take-
away which had him feeling much
more confident as to how he was
planning to put the stakeholder feed-
back into action. Our next session
was in three weeks’ time.

As coaches, what do we need to
know about culture – ours and that
of our clients? The feeling of culture
is similar to the feeling of swimming
in a calm, cool pool. The only way
you can see how deep the water is, is
to climb out of the pool and look
back down into its depth. Do that
with yourself: step back, listen to

corporate leadership

“Step back, listen to and observe just how
deep your cultural assumptions and 
expectations influence your every day.”

The choice
Village 

is coming!

Look for your 
invitation 

to visit soon!
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and observe just how deep your cul-
tural assumptions and expectations
influence your every day.

We have learned not to be judg-
mental. Still, we do not always
understand, especially in a crisis,
what makes us revert back to expe-
riencing such strong feelings of
right vs. wrong. 

The good news is that this reaction
is physiologically normal. Recent
research in the field of neuroscience
has proven that our brain scans our
environment in search of what is
familiar. Our brains are “social-
beings” looking for compatibility
and cohesion; the physiological
meaning of resonance. Our brains
have become hard-wired through
our life experiences and develop a
sense of expectations as a means of
survival. When what we encounter
does not fit into our norm, the initial
reaction is one of rejection (e.g.,
“that is not how it is done back home,
so it must be wrong.”). 

Getting Past the Hard-wiring
My fourth session with Emmanuel
found him once again stretching his
comfort zone, but not in ways I had
imagined. He was pleased to
announce that he had become much
more affirmative, had been tracking
specific actions he had taken and
would even be able to include these
new behaviors in his upcoming IDP
(Individual Development Plan, an
annual behavioral review). Then the
confusion appeared once again with

him saying: “I don’t think the guys
on the team really appreciate my
new attitude.” 

So having looked at the cultural
values and issues arising from con-
textual situations, we now needed
to look at the linguistic divides.
What does it mean to be more affir-
mative? More of a risk-taker? More
direct, especially in a culture that
tends to value rapport, relation-
ships, and modesty, i.e., don’t rock
the boat social interactions with
protocol and formality esteemed. 

Through our coaching sessions,
Emmanuel discovered a deeper
meaning to what being an authentic
leader is all about. He was able to
develop a totally new perspective on
how he could be true to his values
while finding culturally acceptable
behaviors that enabled him to reach
his and his stakeholders’ goals. He
learned to be affirmative while pre-
serving relationships. He is now a cal-
culated risk-taker by understanding
the importance of the lessons learned
process. His communication style is
direct while integrating the need for
formality and protocol. By surfacing
awareness and shifting his perspec-
tive on value-driven behaviors, the
successful project launch and an
improved bottom-line proved he can
find coherence in conflict.

On the Road to Synergy
In our role as coaches in organiza-
tions, we need to empower our
clients to reach out to their col-

“We need to empower our clients to reach
out to their colleagues from around the
world in a quest for synergy.”
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leagues from around the world in a
quest for synergy. The goal is to go
beyond the cultural differences that
initially seem to jump out at us.

National borders have come down
as we fly east to west, country to
country, accumulating frequent
flyer miles and experiencing subtle
differences that can translate into
stressful encounters. 

Mind you, it’s not the obvious dif-
ferences or traditional behaviors
that strike us as insurmountable.
It’s the little things. We can all learn

how to hand over a business card
with two hands in Japan, but how
can we get past learning the action
of delivering the business card with
two hands to understanding the
respect that comes with the mean-

ing of learned, culturally-enforced
values of formality and hierarchy
that dictates that behavior? 

By stepping out of our hard-wired
expectations and climbing out of
our comfort zones, we can enable
ourselves and our coaching clients
to grow into truly global citizens of
the world. Values drive our behav-
iors and why we do things; they are
the triggers to how we feel about
something – the impression of right
vs. wrong. Values-based coaching
enlightens us and increases our
capacity to develop both cultural
and emotional intelligence which
together lead to Cultural Synergetic
Intelligence. •

corporate leadership

“Values drive our behaviors and why we do
things; they are the triggers to how we feel
about something – the impression of right
vs. wrong.”

Center for Right 
Relationship
phone: (866) 435-5939 USA
email: info@centerforrightrelationship.com
www.CenterForRightRelationship.com

Frame of Mind Coaching
phone: (416) 747-6900 Canada
www.frameofmindcoaching.com

MHS Inc. – 
Emotional Intelligence
phone: (800) 456-3003 Canada
email: Leiki.luud@mhs.com
www.mhs.com/ei

inviteCHANGE (formerly ACT)

phone: (425) 778-3505 USA
email: bev@coachtraining.com
www.coachtraining.com

ReCareer Inc.
phone: (636) 458-0813 USA
email: info @ recareerinc.com
www.recareerinc.com 

Resource Realizations
phone: (707) 431-1911 USA
email: office@resourcerealizations.com
www.resourcerealizations.com

choice services

Coaching Organizations
International Coach Federation (ICF) 

phone: (888) 423-3131  USA
email: icfoffice@coachfederation.org
www.coachfederation.org

Coach Training 
and Development
Royal Roads University

phone: (877) 778-6227 North America
email: learn.more@royalroads.ca
www.royalroads.ca/calm

Resources and Services
choice-coach

phone: (416) 925-6643 Canada
email: garry@choice-coach.com
www.choice-coach.com

The Coaches Console

phone: (540) 314-8005 USA
email: kate@coachesconsole.com
www.CoachesConsole.com

Coaching Into Greatness

The Abundance Intelligence Institute®

phone: (413) 782-2394 USA
email: kim@coachingintogreatness.com
www.coachingintogreatness.com

Coaching Toys Inc.

phone: (612) 822-8720 USA
email: info@coachingtoys.com
www.coachingtoys.com

Compass Life and Business Designs 

Phone: (866) 341-8618 USA 
Email:
customerservice@mylifecompass.com 
www.mylifecompass.com/choice

Points of You

Phone: +972-9-7677476 Isreal
Email: feel@thecoachingame.com
www.thecoachingame.com 

The International Journal of Coaching

in Organizations, a publication of 

Professional Coaching Publications, Inc.

phone: (708) 771-9176 USA
email: john@ijco.info
www.ijco.info, www.pcpionline.com

The Library of Professional Coaching

phone: (416) 925-6643 USA
email: owners@
thelibraryofprofessionalcoaching.com
www.LibraryOfProfessionalCoaching.com

On the Mark Branding

phone: (310) 274-5542 USA
email: info@OntheMarkBranding.com
www.OntheMarkBranding.com

choice services provides resources and 
services from choice Magazine advertisers
and sponsors. For a listing consideration,
please submit your item to: 
garry@choice-online.com

and indicate  “choice services” in the subject
line. (Send corrections or updates to the
same address.)
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